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BOOKS RECEIVED
British Extradition Law and Procedure. Booth, V.E. Hartley. Ger-
mantown: Sijthoff & Noordhoff, 1980. Cloth. This two volume
set provides useful material and practical suggestions for the
practitioner in this country.
Essays on the Development of the International Legal Order. Kal-
shoven, Fritz, Kuyper, and Lammers, eds. Rockville: Sijthoff &
Noordoff, 1980. Pp. 226. Cloth. Written in memory of Haro F.
van Panhuys, this is a collection of essays on the development of
the International Legal Order.
Extradition in International Law. Shearer, I.A. Manchester: Uni-
versity Press 1971. Pp. 283. Cloth. The author examines extradi-
tion law today through a study of treaties, statutes and various
judicial systems. He attempts to identify special problem areas
in the enforcement of extradition laws.
Inflation and Stabilization in Latin America. Thurp, Rosemary,
and Whitehead, eds. New York: Holmes & Meier Publishers,
Inc., 1979. Pp. 285. Cloth. Case studies of six Latin American
republics have been drawn together in this work to shed light on
the difficult policy issues of inflation and stabilization facing
lenders in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Peru and Uruguay.
Social emphasis is placed on the major adjustments made by
each respective country in the earlier 1970's.
International Law of the Sea: A Bibliography. Papadakis, Nikos,
Germantown: Sijthoff & Noordhoff, 1980. Pp. 457. Cloth. This
bibliography provides a useful guide to the existing material on
the International Law of the Sea for teachers, government offi-
cials, and practitioners and researchers in the field of interna-
tional law.
International Society as a Legal Community. Mosler, Herman,
Germantown: Sijthoff & Noordhoff, 1980. Pp. 327. Paper. This
book, based upon lectures delivered in the Hague Academy, is a
study of international law in general and the principles and rules
applicable to the conduct of States and the practice of interna-
tional organizations.
Law and Inflation. Rosenn, Keith S. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania, 1982. Pp. 451. Cloth. The effects of inflation on all
legal institutions are significant. In this book, the author shows
how inflation affects contracts, credit transactions, suits for
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damages, and law of taxation. The author explores different
techniques to reduce the impact of inflation including the use of
a comprehensive indexation scheme. His analysis extends to an
examination of legal institutions in countries such Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Finland, France, Germany, Israel and Italy.
Legal Aspects of International Drug Control. Chatterjee, S.K. The
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1981. Pp. 587. Cloth. This
book is devoted to a practical study of the social and cultural
aspects of drug use as well as an exploration of the role of inter-
national law in the elimination of illicit drug trade, both past
and present.
Legal Rules in Colombia. Lynch, Dennis. Upsala: Upsala Offset
Center AB, 1981. Pp. 124. Cloth. This is the fourth book in a
series which studies the rule of law in social change and develop-
ment of Colombia.
Reeves' History of the English Law. Finlasin, W. F. Buffalo: Wil-
liam S. Hein & Co., 1981. Cloth. This five volume set discusses
the rise and progress of English laws and the influence of the
Roman law in the formation of English common law.
Socio-Legal Research in Germany. Wilson, Geoffrey. London: So-
cial Science Research Council, 1980. Pp. 115. Paper. This is an
account of work in the socio-legal field in the Federal Republic.
The Laws of Armed Conflicts: A Collection of Conventions, Reso-
lutions and Other Documents. Schindler, Dietrich. Geneva:
Henry Dunant Institute, 1973. Pp. 795. Cloth. This volume re-
produces the texts of the Conventions, draft conventions and
Resolutions relating to the law of armed conflicts.
The Value-Added Tax: Lessons from Europe. Aaron, Henry J., ed.
Washington D.C.: The Brookings Institute, 1981. Pp. 107. Cloth.
The U.S. has at times toyed with the idea of replacing regressive
sales taxes with a value-added tax. The experts in this book dis-
cuss the European experience with this system and try to ex-
plain some of the mechanics of this type of taxation.
United States Immigration Policy and the National Interest. U.S.
Select Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy. Wash-
ington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981. Pp. 456. Paper.
This government report contains a thorough survey of U.S. im-
migration law as it stands today. This report, which was com-
missioned by Congress, analyzes such controversial areas as ille-
gal immigration, refugee programs, numerical limitations and
recommendations of the Commission for change in U.S. immi-
gration policies.
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United States Space Law: National and International Regulation.
Gorove, Stephen, ed. New York: Oceana Publications, Inc. 1982.
Cloth. This two volume set contains in a single collection, na-
tional and international space regulations pertaining to the U.S.
The compiled materials include laws, degrees, court decisions,
international agreements, resolutions and other relevant
materials.
Women in Muslim Family Law. Esposito, John L. Syracuse:
Syracus University Press, 1982. Pp. 155. Cloth. A study of the
rules and conflicts of Muslim women in today's society in re-
sponse to the old movement to establish Islamic identity.
